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Executive Summary 

As federal support for renewable energy development sits tenuously in the political environment 

today, many state and local governments have taken greater roles to drive forward clean energy adoption. 

In California, Community Choice Aggregation (CCA), a hybrid energy supply model passed by state 

legislature in 2002, has gained strong momentum in recent years. CCAs are non-profit public agencies 

permitted by the CA state government to be formed at the municipal level that become default electricity 

providers for its jurisdiction. The CCA assumes responsibility for procuring energy while the incumbent 

local utility continues to provide distribution and transmission services. CCAs promise its customers a 

cleaner, renewable energy mix compared to what’s provided by the local investor-owned utility (IOU), 

comparable if not cheaper rates than the local utility, and support for local communities through new job 

creation in local renewable energy development. Although from 2002 to today only a handful of CCAs 

have been established and operate actively, approximately ten new CCAs are anticipated to come online 

in the next two years, and one major California IOU, PG&E, which covers most of northern California, 

forecasts that up to half its current load territories could shift to the CCA model in the next decade. As 

CCAs are gaining rapid public support and proliferating currently, I examine if CCAs are indeed 

delivering on the promises they offer to customer and assess the impact they may have on the CA IOUs as 

it continues to gain scale. Specifically, I took a deeper dive case study on Marin Clean Energy (MCE), 

California’s first CCA launched in 2010, whose operational model is followed by new CCAs coming 

online, to evaluate its performance over its last seven years of operation.  

The growth of CCAs is predicted to impact the California power system landscape. The Center 

for Climate Protection estimates that potentially up to 60% of California’s non-municipal power 

customers may be enrolled in CCAs by 2020. While CCAs are not direct competitors that substitute IOUs 

as they continue to rely on IOUs for transmission and distribution to serve their customers, CCAs disrupts 

the business as usual operations of CA IOUs and poses questions in two key areas: the responsibility over 
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the IOU’s historically incurred costs and the increase in uncertainty for future load planning by IOUs. The 

first issue over the responsibility of bundled and unbundled customers over IOUs historically contracted 

electricity costs is an active, ongoing discussion amongst CCAs, IOUs and regulatory bodies. IOUs are 

legally approved to charge all departed customers, “unbundled customers”, an exit fee to help recoup 

these historical costs, but the methodology and transparency in exit fee calculations is up for debate. 

CCAs are seeking for more transparency and input in the calculation process and ask for more regulatory 

guidance to maintain a more stable exit fee year-over-year. On the other issue, IOUs remain the “provider 

of last resort” for all Californians’ electricity needs, including for CCA customers. With this obligation, 

it’s challenging for IOUs to estimate and contract for future load while both trying to match decreasing 

load from departing CCA customers as well as ensuring they can provide for CCA customers. While this 

isn’t a hugely debated topic currently, I recommend for the parties and regulatory agencies to revisit the 

issue especially as CCA loads become more significant portions of the total energy system.  

In my assessment of MCE’s since its inception in 2012, it has been positively working towards CCAs’ 

three promised goals of cleaner energy, lower rates and local economic support, although it has taken 

several years for it to become operationally stable and be able to strategically undertake these efforts. 

During its start-up phase, MCE outsourced power procurement and relied significantly more on 

REC purchases and source from much more out of state renewable resources to meet its guaranteed 

minimum 50% renewable portfolio. As of the last two years, MCE has taken procurement in-house and 

its power purchase agreement (PPA) portfolio and energy development has consistently increased in its 

portion of renewable energy from California sites and in new developments. As MCE has been able to 

increase its renewable mix, one area it should take a more proactive role in is finding solutions to address 

intermittency issues that accompany the deeper concentration of renewables.  

MCE has been able to gain a price advantage over PG&E, its local IOU’s, pricing by signing on 

to renewable contracts at the current cheaper market prices. The sustainability of the relative lower prices 

will come into question as PG&E concludes more of its historical renewable contracts. Furthermore, as 

discussed above regarding the exit fees, CCA pricing is highly variable with the current methodology 
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used to calculate annual exit fees. In order for CCAs to be able to offer to customers more stable, 

competitive rates, more exit fee regulations need to be put into place from the current discussions.  

Finally, although the local impact piece is the key marketing message that CCAs utilize to gain 

community support, the amount of local jobs and renewable energy projects they’re able to deliver is the 

most limiting. MCE recently broke ground on its first co-developed solar project, 10.5 MW capacity, 

within a brownfield in its territory. Prior then, most of its local projects have been through its feed-in-

tariff programs for smaller solar sources totaling less than 5 MW capacity. All of these projects have only 

brought on a limited number of temporary jobs during construction. With MCE’s territory and the 

majority of established and proposed CCAs sitting on relatively expensive land and population dense 

areas, it is challenging to imagine the feasibility of CCAs to construct large scale renewable development 

within their territories.  

MCE casts a positive outlook for the newer CCAs. The CCAs maintain an extremely 

collaborative environment with each other. CCAs will be able to continue to adapt and address pertinent 

issues as they grow in scale and scope with continued knowledge sharing and collective approaches 

amongst each other and working in conjunction with IOUs and CA regulatory bodies.   
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Introduction & Objective 

 California’s energy supply model undergoing an active change with the proliferation of 

Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) programs. The CCAs are non-profit public agencies formed at 

the municipal level that become default electricity providers for its jurisdiction. The CCA assumes 

responsibility for procuring energy while the local utility continues to provide distribution and 

transmission services. CCAs promise its customers a cleaner, renewable energy mix compared to what’s 

provided by the local utility, comparable if not cheaper rates than the local utility, and support for local 

communities through new job creation in renewable energy development. In this research paper, I 

examine if CCAs are indeed delivering on these promises and assess the impact they have on the CA 

investor-owned utilities IOUs. I provide a regulatory overview and current status of CCA development in 

California. Then through a case study of MCE, the longest running CCA established in 2010, I assess 

how it has met the promises of renewable energy, competitive pricing, and support of local economy in its 

last seven years of operation.  

Methodology 

 I conducted extensive literature review of available resources on CCAs. I reviewed publicly 

available meeting minutes and key documents from respective CCAs, including implementation plans, 

joint power agreements, meeting minutes, presentations and annual resource plans. I also reviewed CPUC 

rulings, meetings, presentations and documentation on CCA-related regulatory issues as well as IOU 

annual reports to understand the impact on utilities. I interviewed a regulatory analyst and power contracts 

manager at MCE to corroborate of my understanding from my secondary research and learned firsthand 

from them additional key priorities and concerns from their respective roles.  

Regulatory Background 

California’s journey with deregulation of its energy system stemmed back with the rest of the 

nation to 1978 when the federal government laid the path to deregulation for energy utilities through the 
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establishment of the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (PURPA), which required utilities to 

purchase power from another producer if the producer’s cost was less than the utility's own avoided cost.1. 

This gradually led to a unanimous approval in the state of AB 1890 in 1996, which created a wholesale 

market for electric market in California and led the state to a deregulated market.2 However, the 

California Energy Crisis followed soon after due to a culmination of factors, sending the state on a retreat 

back to a regulated market where the IOUs were once again the main providers of electricity.3 The state 

since has grappled with regulations around its energy market with unique approaches.  

AB 117: Creation of California Community Choice Aggregation 

In 2002, through AB 117, a new energy program option called Community Choice Aggregation 

(CCA) was approved in the California that provided an alternative to purchasing retail electricity directly 

from IOUs and public utilities. CCAs allowed individual jurisdictions in CA (i.e., cities or counties) or a 

collection of jurisdictions through the formation of a joint power authority (JPA) to procure power on 

behalf of its customers within the jurisdiction.4 The local IOU continues to main responsibility of 

transmission and delivery as well as customer services including metering, billing and collection. See 

Figure 1. The CCA model differed from existing cooperative (co-ops) and municipal utility (munis) 

models in that CCAs do not have responsibility over the power delivery as co-ops and munis typically do. 

Figure 1. CCA - IOU Model 

                                                
1 Smithsonian Institute. (2014, July)  “Restructuring or Deregulation?” Retrieved from 
http://americanhistory.si.edu/powering/dereg/dereg1.htm 
2 CA Senate Energy, Utilities and Communications Committee. (2014) “Background on Electricity Policy: 

Historical Context - 1990-1996.” Retrieved from http://seuc.senate.ca.gov/backgroundonelectricitypolicy 
3 Ibid. 
4 Alameda County Government. (2014, February) “Community Choice Aggregation Overview.” Retrieved 
at https://www.acgov.org/cda/planning/cca/documents/CCA_Overview_February-2014.pdf 

http://americanhistory.si.edu/powering/dereg/dereg1.htm
http://seuc.senate.ca.gov/backgroundonelectricitypolicy
https://www.acgov.org/cda/planning/cca/documents/CCA_Overview_February-2014.pdf
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 The CCA model was in fact not a brand new concept. By the time AB 117 was signed into law in 

2002, similar municipal level aggregation programs were already in several other states around the United 

States, beginning in 1997 with Massachusetts’ first CCA with the Cape Light Compact.5 See Figure 2 for 

a list of all states currently with CCA programs. While all the CCA programs differ to a degree on their 

regulatory requirements, all share similar goals to provide more control down to local jurisdictions 

regarding their constituents’ energy source as well as to spur faster development of renewable and 

alternative energy sources. The main proponent and law writer behind the creation of CCA in 

Massachusetts, Paul Penn, was instrumental in establishment of AB 117 in California.6  

 In California specifically, there are several broad drivers behind the formation of CCAs: increase 

renewable energy in energy mix and foster renewable energy development (environmental); achieve 

lower electricity rates for constituents (financial), and better reflect local constituent desiress and support 

the local economy through job creation of new renewable generation development (local). The goals of 

each area will be explored more in depth below in the case study of MCE along with assessments of 

CCAs’ capabilities to fulfill the goals.  

Figure 2. CCA Programs Across the United States 

                                                
5 Local Energy Aggregation Network. (2014, October) “CCA by State: Massachusetts”. Retrieved at 

http://www.leanenergyus.org/cca-by-state/massachusetts/ 
6 Local Power. (2017) “Who we are.” Retrieved at http://www.localpower.com/WhoWeAre.html 

http://www.leanenergyus.org/cca-by-state/massachusetts/
http://www.localpower.com/WhoWeAre.html
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Source: LEAN Energy U.S. (2014) 

Establishment and Operations of CCAs in California 

The process to establish a CCA in California rests with local jurisdictions. Local government(s) 

such as cities or counties interested in forming a CCA begins the process by passing a local ordinance to 

form a new or join an existing CCA. Several jurisdictions aiming to form a collective CCA must also 

respectively approve the formation of a JPA, which creates a legal structure that protects the local 

governments from the transfer of financial risk from the CCA.7 Given that CCAs are non-profit public 

agencies, transparency to its constituents is highly important and public commentary is sought throughout 

its establishment and operational phases. Given a passage of the local ordinance approving the formation 

of a CCA, the jurisdiction(s) conduct initial technical studies to model likely load and assess cost 

competitiveness relative to the local utility. An Implementation Plan based on this information is filed 

with the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) that outlines the CCA’s plans on how to procure 

electricity and carry out all other CPUC required functions for load serving entities (LSE), including 

meeting ancillary and capacity reserve requirements and Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS) among 

                                                
7 Alameda County Government. “CCA Frequently Asked Questions.” (2016) Retrieved at 
https://www.acgov.org/cda/planning/cca/faqs.htm#15 

https://www.acgov.org/cda/planning/cca/faqs.htm#15
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other requirements.8 A certification from the CPUC and a formal Declaration to Pursue document filed 

with the local utility finalizes the establishment of a CCA. The CCA will continue to file and make 

publicly available updated annual Implementation Plans regarding its operations. The CPUC is working 

on standardizing a template for Implementation Plans as more CCAs are coming online.  

CCAs are responsible for securing the necessary energy supply to match their jurisdiction’s load. 

Similar to IOUs, CCAs have two ways of meeting demand: procuring energy or building generation 

capacity. In the short term and anticipated for the long run as well, CCAs will procure instead of own the 

vast majority of its needed energy supply through Power Purchase Agreements (PPA) with independent 

power producers (IPP). As discussed further below, the goal of CCAs is to procure a majority of its 

needed load through renewable energy sources based locally or geographically near its service area as 

possible to the extent financially feasible. CCAs may finance and develop or co-develop new generation 

sources. Local government financing (e.g. municipal bonds), are tax exempt and may translate to lower 

cost of capital relative to private financing costs for new developments.9 Similar to IOUs, CCAs also 

provide energy efficiency programs, feed-in-tariff program, and energy storage developments.  

New CCAs launch over several phases and provide customers several opportunities to opt out. 

The CCA becomes the default ESP for the relevant jurisdiction, but customers always have the option to 

remain with the local IOU by opting out. Prior to the launch, CCAs receive at least four “opt out” notices 

during a 60 day period when anyone in the jurisdiction can opt out for free. After this initial period, 

customers may still opt out, but with a fee.10 Customers who opt out may also choose to return to the 

CCA, but must wait for a one-year period. The existing CCAs in California see only a 10-20% opt out 

rate.  

Opponents of CCAs note that the opt out model, which makes the CCA the default ESP for the 

jurisdiction, is a key underlying factor to their success as customers simply don’t pay enough attention to 

                                                
8 Ibid. 
9 Local Government Commission. “Community Choice Aggregation.” (2013 October) Retrieved at: 
http://www.leanenergyus.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/CA-Sample-How-To-For-CCA.pdf 
10 Alameda County Government. “CCA Frequently Asked Questions.” (2016) Retrieved at 
https://www.acgov.org/cda/planning/cca/faqs.htm#15 

http://www.leanenergyus.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/CA-Sample-How-To-For-CCA.pdf
https://www.acgov.org/cda/planning/cca/faqs.htm#15
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their utility bills to notice or go out of the way to opt out. CCAs serve both residential and commercial 

customers, although with the residential customer are the primary focus given the heavy local politics 

involved in establishing and operating a CCA. CCAs maintain the same pay rate structure, i.e. 

commercial demand rate and tiered residential rate, as was previously with the local IOU. During the 

switch from an IOU to CCA, the change is minimal for customers as they continue to receive the same 

bill as prior from the IOU, and the IOU is responsible for paying the CCA the generation portion behind 

the scenes.  

In the long-term, CCAs do not require local government funding to operate. An initial startup 

cost, typically largely funded by the local jurisdictions, is required, but after operations begin, the CCAs 

costs are funded through ratepayer revenues. A key difference to note between CCAs and IOUs is that 

CCA’s retail rates are set by the CCA’s executive board and reviewed by the CPUC versus undergoing 

the ratemaking process with the CPUC for utilities. This is both seen as an advantage and disadvantage 

depending on the relative trust of local government versus the CPUC. On one hand, one could question 

whether local officials have enough expertise in the energy sector to make appropriate decisions on such 

issues. However, they are closer to the constituents and frequently are local constituent themselves, and 

may better represent the local interests under guidance from their technical advisors. Another concern 

with the the CPUC are potential corruption between the CPUC and large IOUs that don’t have the 

customer first.11  

Proliferation of CCAs in California 

Given the publicly involved process to establish CCAs, although CCAs were established by law 

in California in 2002, it’s been a slow process to get the initial programs off the ground. As of the end of 

2016, there were five operational CCAs, with five more in the pipeline for launch in 2017, and another 

five anticipated for 2018. There are 15 additional jurisdictions in exploration and consideration of CCAs. 

See Figure 3. With established CCAs, new jurisdictions now also have the option to join existing CCAs 

                                                
11 See, For example, Jeff McDonald (2016, May 14) “AG says CPUC probe hasn’t stalled.” San Diego 
Union-Tribune. Accessed at http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/watchdog/sdut-cpuc-case-
update-2016may14-story.html 
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through a JPA versus start their own, which abbreviates the process in terms of the scope of feasibility 

studies and risk and investments that are required. In such cases, the incumbent CCA and new jurisdiction 

will perform a study to assess incremental changes to load with the addition, but rarely will require 

significant operational changes from the CCA.12  

Figure 3. CCAs in California  

  

                                                
12 See for example, “Addendum No. 4 to the Revised Community Choice Aggregation Implementation 

Plan and Statement of Intent to Address MCE Expansion To The Cities of American Canyon, Calistoga, 
Lafayette, Napa, St. Helena, Walnut Creek and the Town of Yountville.” April 16, 2016. Accessed at 
https://www.mcecleanenergy.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Addendum-No.-4-to-the-MCE-Revised-
CCA-I-Plan-and-SOI-24-Communities-1.pdf. 

Source: LEAN Energy U.S. (2017) 
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Impact of CCAs on Utilities 

The majority of operational CCAs and soon to launch CCAs in California have been under the 

territory of Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E), California’s largest IOU that serves the majority of northern 

and central California.13 In fact, PG&E forecasts in a recent CPUC filing that by 2030 it expects to serve 

only about half its current load due to customer departures due to CCA compounded with the likely 

expansion of distributed generation (DG).14 The Center for Climate Protection further estimates that 

potentially up to 60% of California’s non-municipal power customers may be enrolled in CCAs by 2020. 

See Figure 4. PG&E has 5.4 million electricity customers, with 370,000+ already in CCAs within its 

territory; the addition of San Francisco’s CCA program alone would add another 48,000 residential and 

7,400 commercial customers to CCAs under PG&E territory.15 California’s other two IOUs, Southern 

California Edison (SCE) and San Diego Gas and Electric (SDGE) are beginning to see the first CCAs 

within their coverage areas. Lancaster is currently the one operational CCA in SCE territory16, but dense 

population centers, including San Diego and cities in Los Angeles County not under LA Department of 

Water (LADWP) are beginning to explore CCAs programs as well.17  

 

  

                                                
13 See Figure 3: MCE Clean Energy, Sonoma Clean Power, Clean Power SF, Peninsula Clean Energy, 
East Bay Community Energy, Redwood Coast Energy Authority, Silicon Valley Clean Energy.  
14 Pacific Gas and Electric Company.”Application of Pacific Gas and Electric Company for Approval of the 
Retirement of Diablo Canyon Power Plant, Implementation of the Joint Proposal, And Recovery of 
Associated Costs Through Proposed Ratemaking Mechanisms (U 39 E)” Filed August 11, 2016, p. 2.  
15 Kahn, Debra. “Meet the latest disruption for utilities: community power.” June 9, 2016. Energy Wire.  
Accessed at https://www.eenews.net/stories/1060038517.  
16 Lancaster Clean Energy. Accessed at http://www.lancasterchoiceenergy.com/ 
17 See Figure 3 above.  

https://www.eenews.net/stories/1060038517
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Figure 4. Center for Climate Protection Estimate for CA CCA Enrollment 
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As discussed above, CCAs are not direct competitors that substitute IOUs as they rely on the 

IOUs for transmission and distribution to serve their customer. However, the CCAs have nonetheless 

disrupted the status quo operations of the CA IOUs. California’s large IOUs both own and procure energy 

to meet their respective loads. For example, 43% of PG&E’s total electricity delivered in 2016 were from 

its own generation plants while the remaining were purchased from outside sources, mainly from third 

party PPAs.18 IOUs are given a rate of return from the CPUC on their own capital investments, while the 

cost of energy is passed through to their utility customers. CA utilities don’t make profit on the electricity 

they sell so it’s not a matter of losing profits to CCAs with the decrease in load. The two key areas 

utilities are affected by the proliferation of CCAs are in the decrease of the utility’s bundled customers 

and responsibility over historical rates and the increase in uncertainty for future load planning. 

Bundled Customers  

 The utility provides “bundled” services - the electricity and transmission and distribution services 

- to its bundled customers. The departure of customers to CCA programs decreases the number of 

bundled customers that the utility serves. The utility uses the forecasted bundled customer number to plan 

its rate case proposals and evenly share the cost of energy amongst its customers. Departed CCA 

customers no longer pay the cost of energy; in turn, reducing the pool of customers who have to share the 

fixed cost and energy costs of the utility. This challenge pertains especially to historical long term PPAs 

for renewable energy that the California utilities have had to enter to meet state RPS regulations over the 

years. These early day renewable PPAs were much more costly19, which contributes to the rates that the 

utility passes on to its customers. The smaller pool of ongoing bundled customers who remain with the 

utility will have to pay for an unfair, higher share of these costly historical agreements while the 

unbundled customers who leave for CCAs not only not pay for these agreements anymore, but actually 

                                                
18 PG&E Form 10-K for the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2016, p.14.  
19 The price of solar PPA prices have declined by 70% since 2009 based on a study by the Lawrence 

Berkeley National Laboratory. See Jon Weiner. (2015, September 30) “Price of Solar Energy in the 
United States Has Fallen to 5¢/kWh on Average.” Accessed at http://newscenter.lbl.gov/2015/09/30/price-
of-solar-energy-in-the-united-states-has-fallen-to-5%C2%A2kwh-on-average/ 
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pay lower rates for the electricity itself because the CCAs are entering contracts at today’s much lower 

renewable energy price environment.  

 This discrepancy of bundled and unbundled customers’ responsibility to pay for historical utility 

contracts was recognized from the onset of establishing CCAs. A “Power Charge Indifference 

Adjustment” (PCIA) exit fee was set for all CCA customers: all CCA customers pay as part of their bill 

this additional exit fee to make up for the utility’s stranded energy purchases. As discussed further below 

in the case study of MCE, the processes for setting the annual PCIA fee is an actively debated topic 

amongst the IOUs, CCAs and CPUC currently to increase transparency and more predictability from its 

current state. 

Uncertainty for future load planning 

 California IOUs undergo a formal annual regulatory ratemaking process with the CPUC. CCAs 

have added a layer of uncertainty to the IOUs in predicting their future load. First, when new jurisdictions 

join or form CCAs, there may be a drastic impact on load for the utility depending on the jurisdiction size. 

For example, whole counties may join or form CCAs all at once, such as Alameda County projected with 

1.5 million customers, of which 80-90% would stay with the CCA, in 2017.20 While usually the utility has 

enough forewarning to adjust forecasts given the lengthy lead time to form a CCA, the option now for 

new cities or counties to join existing CCAs versus forming a new CCA is speeding up the process. 

Regardless, given that the length of PPAs for large scale projects can be upwards of 20 years, utilities 

have to make decisions for these long term contracts given the uncertainty in load changes from potential 

formation of future CCAs.  

 Another complexity for utilities is that under the regulations for CCAs, the IOUs are still the 

“provider of last resort” for the customers if a CCA were to falter or a jurisdiction chooses in the future to 

exit a CCA they were a part of.21 With this obligations, it is challenging for IOUs to decide which load 

                                                
20 See Figure 4 above. 
21 Center for Climate Protection (2016, April) “A Community Choice Customer Perspective on the PCIA, 
The Utility Power CHarge Indifference Adjustment” Accessed at http://cleanpowerexchange.org/wp-
content/uploads/2016/08/PCIA-Policy-Points-CCA-Perspective-CPX-Version-v2.pdf 
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estimate they should use to plan into the future. While they are serving lower load with the formation of 

new CCAs, technically, they have to be ready to serve all the CCA customers in their service area. This 

issue is recognized by both IOUs and CCAs, and tackled in the greater discussions over PCIA.  

Case Study of MCE  

 The expansion of CCAs in California has taken off only in the last few years as four of the five 

operational CCAs at the end of 2016 began serving customers only as early as 2014.22 As the new CCAs 

take off, MCE, California’s longest serving CCA operational as of 2010, has become a mature and 

functioning CCA that provides insights from its lifetime of the potential abilities and challenges of CCAs 

to meet their promises of: increased renewable energy in energy mix and foster renewable energy 

development (environmental); lower electricity rates for constituents (financial), and local job creation of 

new renewable generation development (local).  

History of MCE 

 The JPA Marin Energy Authority (MEA) was formed in 2008, setting off the process for the 

formation of the MCE CCA, formerly known as Marin Clean Energy. The original JPA included eight of 

the twelve municipalities in Marin County: the cities/towns of Belvedere, Fairfax, Mill Valley, San 

Anselmo, San Rafael, Sausalito and Tiburon and the County of Marin.23 The original CCA 

implementation plan was submitted to the CPUC in January 2010 and MCE began operations in May 

2010. Four additional municipalities in Marin County, Novato, Larkspur and the towns of Ross and Corte 

Madera, joined the CCA in the latter half of 2011, and the city of Richmond located in Contra Costa 

County joined in June 2012.24 Since 2014, an additional 11 municipalities have officially joined the MEA 

                                                
22 See Figure 3. Sonoma Clean Power was operational in 2014; Lancaster Choice Energy in 2015 and 

Clean Power San Francisco and Peninsula Clean Energy in 2016. See respective CCA agency sites for 
founding timeline.  
23 Marin Clean Authority Revised Community Choice Aggregation implementation Plan and Statement of 

Intent. October 4, 2012.  
24 Ibid. 
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and subsequently MCE.25 Over seven years, MCE’s territory has expanded to serve over 250,000 

accounts, require 580 MW of capacity and supply over 2,913 GWh of energy annually. See Figure 5. 

Figure 5. MCE Customer Accounts, Energy and Capacity Requirements, 2010 - 2019P  

 

 
 

Source: MCE Revised Implementation Plan, Addendum #4, April 21, 2017 

                                                
25 San Pablo and unincorporated areas of Napa County in Sept 2014; Benicia in Nov 2014; El Cerrito in 
Jan 2015; American Canyon, Calistoga, Lafayette, Napa, Saint Helena, Walnut Creek and the town of 
Yountville in April 2016. See MCE Implementation Plan Addenda #1-4.  
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MCE Power Mix 

 One of the key reasons behind forming CCAs is that it would increase renewable energy 

development. All CCAs offer at least 50% renewable energy26 in its energy mix, higher than the 30% 

range offered at PG&E.27 This increased demand would help propel growth of the renewable energy 

industry and CCAs can further add to this by funding local renewable projects through issuance of tax 

exempt municipal bonds. A review of MCE’s power mix over time has shown drastic changes as it has 

matured. In the early days, MCE contracted out its power procurement duties as it was gaining 

operational footing. MCE selected Shell Energy North America (SENA) as a full service energy supplier, 

providing both conventional and renewable energy for MCE customers, with the majority from its own 

portfolio.28 MCE entered into short term, 2-3 year length PPAs during this time period and purchased a 

sizable portion of unbundled renewable energy credits (REC) to meet its renewable energy targets, while 

staying within limitations of state RPS regulations.29  

During MCE’s early years, an examination of MCE’s power mix would lend to a premature 

conclusion that the CCAs were not in fact fulfilling their promises on renewable energy. Purchasing 

RECs, especially unbundled RECs, does not equate to new renewable energy development, instead it is 

merely claiming credit for an existing renewable energy site already in operation elsewhere. The initial 

renewable energy mix in MCE’s portfolio were in fact mostly RECs, bundled and unbundled, from out of 

state wind farms within the Western Electric Coordinating Council (WECC) transmission region.30 

Customers were supporting renewable energy, but not in the same fashion as advertised.  

                                                
26 CCAs do not allow nuclear energy as part of its portfolio.  
27 PG&E’s power content from November 2016 showed 36% of total energy supplied from renewable and 

large hydro sources. Note that PG&E also provides 23% nuclear energy separate from the 36% 
discussed above.  
28  Marin Clean Authority Revised Community Choice Aggregation implementation Plan and Statement of 

Intent. October 4, 2012.  
29 Although the CA RPS standards have changed over the years, the categories of allowable energy and 
RECs that are allowed has always been in place. The purchase of unbundled RECs as a part of a LSE’s 
RPS portfolio could never exceed 25%. See CA Public Utilities Commission. “33% RPS Procurement 
Rules.” (2017) Accessed at http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/RPS_Procurement_Rules_33/  
30 MCE Integrated Resource Plan Annual Update, November 2012.  

http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/RPS_Procurement_Rules_33/
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However, fast forward to 2016 and power procurement at MCE has taken a drastic change. 

MCE’s full-service contract with SENA has concluded and it is now bringing power procurement 

functions in-house.31 The portion of conventional energy within its mix has continually declined. See 

Figure 6. A examination of MCE’s 2016 PPAs and REC purchases further shows significant changes 

towards meeting its initial claims. MCE’s PPAs that were signed in the last two years have been almost 

all located in California for 10-20 year terms. See Appendix 1. Several are for development of new utility 

solar sites as noted by MCE’s power contracts manager. MCE maintains only one unbundled REC 

contract of up to 90 GWh annual delivery under a short term contract.32 MCE does not yet own 

generation. A main financial challenge for MCE is that as a non-profit agency, it does not benefit from 

any of the investment tax credits (ITCs) that private developers reap. Currently, long-term PPAs are the 

most stable and secure way of energy procurement for MCE. The development of smaller solar farms 

within its jurisdiction, both through PPA co-development and feed-in-tariff programs to be the more 

financially viable option. MCE has engaged in with a developer to develop a 10.5 MW solar farm at a 

brownfield site in Richmond, one of its jurisdictions, to open in 2017.33  

  

                                                
31 Interview with Byron Vosburg, MCE Power Contracts Manager, April 7, 2017.  
32 See Appendix 1.  
33 Mike Aldax. “Developer, labor plan announced for 49.5 acre Richmond solar farm.” April 19, 2017. The 
Richmond Standard. Accessed at http://richmondstandard.com/2017/04/19/developer-labor-plan-
announced-for-49-5-acre-richmond-solar-farm/.  

http://richmondstandard.com/2017/04/19/developer-labor-plan-announced-for-49-5-acre-richmond-solar-farm/
http://richmondstandard.com/2017/04/19/developer-labor-plan-announced-for-49-5-acre-richmond-solar-farm/
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Figure 6. MCE Power Mix, 2012-2017 

Source: MCE Integrated Resource Plan Annual Update, 2012 - 2017.  

 While MCE has been continually delivering on its renewable mix promises, there are two related 

outstanding issues that they have not fully addressed. One is customer facing in how they are 

communicating their products to their customers and second is a power systems question on how they 

intend to address intermittency problems with the increased renewables load.  

Product Marketing 

MCE currently offers its customers three product options as shown in Figure 7 below. 
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Figure 7. MCE Product Offerings 

 

Source: MCE Website, 2017 

Customers are automatically enrolled in the Light Green option and have the option to enroll in the Deep 

Green or Local Sol option. The two alternative products are offered at higher rates that reflect the 

equivalent cost of procuring 100% renewable energy or 100% from the new Solar One Richmond solar 

farm, with the equivalent amount of energy used added to the grid. However, the current marketing 

material used consistently across MCE platforms may lead customers to believe that they are indeed 

receiving all renewable or all solar energy. PG&E has a similar Regional Renewable Choice and Solar 

Choice program, which clearly state the distinction that the customer is paying for renewable energy to 

the grid.34 While it is a minute point, many of the customer segment for MCE and CCA programs are 

those who are strong environmentalists, but not necessarily educated on how the energy system works.  

It’s important to not mislead in order to develop support for the program especially as MCE is used as a 

model by many of the new CCAs.  

                                                
34 PG&E Solar Choice FAQ. Accessed at https://www.pge.com/en_US/residential/solar-and-
vehicles/options/solar/solar-choice/faq.page 
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 On a more technical and serious matter, while CCAs are infusing more renewable energy into the 

mix, they have not been as active in addressing how to solve ramp and intermittency issues that renewable 

resources, especially heavy concentrations of utility scale solar, introduce into the power system. As 

discussed above, MCE is helping to bring online more utility solar generation in California. This further 

contributes to the “duck curve” issues observed by CAISO where there is a deep drop during the middle 

of the day as solar energy floods into the grid, but a steep ramp-up is required in the early evening as solar 

fades but customers actually use the highest load.35 Currently, MCE is actively bringing on more shaped 

large hydro contracts to help balance and provide more base generation to complement its large volumes 

of variable solar and wind resources. MCE is required to comply to AB 2514 that requires energy storage 

projects to meet 1% of LSE peak load by 2024, with contracts in place by 2020.36 So far, MCE has 

secured a 2.4 MW storage project, a bit under half of its required amount using current capacity 

projections.37 However, as a big proponent of renewable energy growth, I believe there is greater 

responsibility for CCAs collectively to take more of a leadership versus follower role in thinking about 

how to address intermittency as they push for more renewables. The CCAs currently have an extremely 

collaborative relationship with each other and have established a working group, CalCCA.  MCE should 

take a lead as new CCAs with heavy load come online to begin weaving intermittency discussions 

collectively.  

Pricing 

 The second offering that MCE and CCAs collectively offer to customers is a lower price 

compared to utilities. An analysis of MCE’s residential pricing compared to that of PG&E for the same 

tier shows that MCE has been able to offer a lower rate for its default Light Green 50% renewable option 

                                                
35 Jeff St. John. “The California Duck Curve Is Real, and Bigger Than Expected.” (2016, November 3) 
Greentech Media. Accessed at https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/the-california-duck-curve-
is-real-and-bigger-than-expected 
36 Mark Fulmer. “CCA Procurement Regulatory Requirements” (2016, March 2) Accessed at 
https://www.mcecleanenergy.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/CCA-Procurement-Regulatory-
Requirments-3-2-16.pdf 
37 MCE Integrated Resource Plan Annual Update, February 2017.zz 
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through 2016. See Figure 7. Specifically, MCE has consistently had lower generation costs compared to 

PG&E. The key component of CCA pricing that is highly variable and contentious today is the PCIA/exit 

fee charged to CCA customers. As seen in Figure 7, this amount has varied widely year over year and 

been the contributing factor to pushing MCE’s rate above PG&E’s rate in 2016. I discuss below the in-

depth active conversations around the PCIA among the CCAs, IOUs and CPUC. Without amendments to 

the PCIA calculation process, CCAs currently lack the transparency to plan its rate on a long term basis.  

Figure 7. MCE versus PG&E Residential Rate 

 

Source: PG&E – MCE Joint Rate Comparisons: 10/15/13, 5/1/14, 9/1/15, 10/1/16 

PCIA 

 IOUs are allowed to charge a PCIA/exit fee to CCA customers to recoup the cost for historical 

PPAs entered on their behalf to meet state RPS regulations. It is considered unjust for bundled customers 

who remain with the IOU - whether by choice or whether if their jurisdiction don’t choose to form a CCA 

- to have to bear a disproportionate higher portion of these historical contracts that were also at 

significantly higher prices than today. From the onset of establishing CCAs, the PCIA as a principle has 
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been an accepted fee by both CCAs and utilities, but the calculation that goes into it is less clear. 

Currently, the PCIA is revisited annually during the IOU’s Energy Resource Recovery Account (ERRA) 

proceedings with the CPUC where fuel and purchased power costs are translated into pass-through costs 

in retail rates.38 While there is a an accepted and approved methodology from the CPUC to calculate the 

PCIA, the actual calculations are kept confidential from CCAs as they are considered “market 

participants” that the IOUs have protection against.39 In turn, in past years, it has been a waiting game for 

CCAs to wait and see what PCIA has been approved and the impact in their rates. With the current 

system, CCAs’ only protection against their own rates relative to those of the IOUs is to try to minimize 

their electricity procurement costs and pass along these savings to customers. A large part of this 

reduction though depends on how technologies, tax incentives and the market continue to evolve.   

 The 2015 ERRA proceedings resulted in a nearly doubling of PCIA fee for MCE and other CCAs 

under PG&E territory.40 This PCIA rate hike resulted in MCE’s higher compared to utility rates in 2016 

above in Figure 7. This significant rate hike initiative discussions among CCAs, IOUs and the CPUC that 

continue today on ways to reform the PCIA. The intent is not to remove the PCIA, but instead to revisit 

the process to make it a more transparent and balanced process for both IOUs and CCAs. The CCAs have 

proposed several recommendations that are still being debated today. Recommendations mostly recently 

presented by a joint filing between MCE and Lancaster Clean Energy for a March 2017 PCIA workshop 

with the CPUC include:  

● Commission publish a standardized PCIA calculation methodology 

● Cap PCIA annual increases to 15% - helps to mitigate unexpected price surges ultimately for 

CCA customers, which disproportionately impacts those with lower income 

                                                
38 CPUC. “What is an Energy Resource Recovery Account (ERRA) Proceeding?” (2017) Accessed at 

http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/General.aspx?id=10430 
39 See CA SB 1488.  
40 Ben Miller. “California PUC Allows State's Largest Utility to Charge Customers More for Joining CCAs.” 
(2015, December 17) Government Technology. Accessed at http://www.govtech.com/fs/California-PC-
Allows-States-Largest-Utility-to-Charge-Customers-More-for-Joining-CCAs.html 
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● Require greater transparency of PCIA calculation inputs - categorize CCAs as another class than 

“Market Participants” protected by SB 1488 to allow CCAs to access IOU contracts (e.g. PPAs)  

that are inputs to PCIA calculation and/or allow access to past calculations 

●  Set maximum recovery period for historical contracts 

● Ensure avoidable costs are factored in 

● Set mechanism for IOU to be able to transfer historical contracts to CCAs.41 

While discussions continue, MCE’s hope is that continued price decreases in renewable energy will 

continue to offset the PCIA charges as PCIA charges should naturally begin to diminish as IOUs’ 

historical contracts begin to terminate. In fact, in March 2017, MCE was able to lower rates for customers 

with favorable new contracts that lowered average energy costs.42  

Local Impact  

While CCAs have the intent to spur local renewable generation and help grow local jobs, MCE 

has achieved limited impact in delivering these promises. A huge factor in gaining support from local 

constituents is to join CCAs is through the promise of also helping the local economy.  There has been 

limited local generation built and furthermore, even more uncertainty around the number of lasting jobs it 

has brought to the local economy. 

Starting in the past two years, MCE began for the first time to pursue building local generation 

resources through Feed in Tariff programs and co-development. Below are local projects that are 

currently online or under construction in MCE territory and the number of jobs associated with the 

respective projects: 

Online: 

● Richmond: 2 MW ground-mount, FIT program, 23 jobs 

● Larkspur: 265 kW, roof-top, FIT  program,  

                                                
41 Jeremy Waen, on behalf of MCE and the City of Lancaster. “Response of Marin Clean Energy and City 
of Lancaster to Optional homework Assignment in Preparation for the March 8 Workshop on PCIA 
Reform.” (2016, Feb 16)  
42 MCE Press Release. “MCE Reduces Rates for Second Year in a Row.” (2017, March 30) Accessed at 
https://www.mcecleanenergy.org/news/press-releases/mce-reduces-rates/ 
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● Novato: 1 MW, carport, 25 jobs 

● San Rafael: 972 kW, roof-top &  ground-mount, FIT  program, 20 jobs 

In progress:  

● Novato: 1 MW, ground-mount, FIT program 

● Novato: 3.6 MW, LFG 

● Richmond: One Solar 10.5 MW, ground-mount, co-development, anticipated 341 jobs.43 

As seen by the available employment figures above, the number of job opportunities that are 

created are limited and many are also limited in duration. MCE plans to continue small local renewable 

developments into the future, but it would be difficult to do something of large scale given the density and 

land costs in the municipalities encompassed by MCE. While “local jobs” is a key selling point of 

reaching and swaying constituents in forming CCAs, it may be one of the weakest points that CCAs bring 

to the table given limitations of where they are located currently - dense, coastal CA cities. As CCAs 

expand into more rural areas of California, there may be more local impacts. As MCE continues to focus 

on signing PPAs with new California renewable sites, at least the benefit is kept within the state.  

Conclusion 

Based on the analysis of MCE as a case study, it is working towards the three key areas - more 

renewable energy, competitive pricing and local impact - that it has promised consumers, but with active 

discussions and questions that still need to be worked out for all three criteria. The success of CCAs rely 

on a partnership between the CCAs and IOUs as the hybrid model cannot work without both. They CCAs 

and IOUs have to come together in planning the next generation grid. CCAs in essence begin to fragment 

the California power system, which introduces complexities when all stages of the power system is highly 

interconnected. I recommend CCAs to maintain the collaboration amongst each other and explore 

opportunities to aggregate across CCAs down the road to pursue larger projects. Using MCE as a 

                                                
43 MCE. “Local Renewables.” Accessed at https://www.mcecleanenergy.org/local-projects/;  

https://www.mcecleanenergy.org/local-projects/
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reference, it will take several years for the new and upcoming CCAs to gain their operational rhythm and 

begin to truly strategically approach their power purchases, and likely when these questions will arise. 

 The future of CCAs is not clear as every step is trial and error to an extent. Questions that merit 

additional investigation in addition to ones posed in the discussions above include risk assessment and 

planning for what to do if a CCA goes underwater and limitations to the size of one CCA (i.e., can MCE 

continue to expand endlessly into new jurisdictions?). The general atmosphere around CCAs are 

extremely optimistic and the model should not be underestimated   
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Appendix 

Appendix 1 - MCE Energy Procurement Contracts 

 

 
 

Source: MCE Integrated Resource Plan Annual Update, February 2017. 

Project Counterparty Technology Capacity (MW) Execution Date Term Annual Deliveries (GWh)Location Non-CA Type Length of Contract

Solar One MCE Solar PV 10.5 TBD 2017 - 2036 18 Richmond, CA MCE Development 19

TGP Energy Management Terra Gen Wind 100 12/5/2016 2018 - 2020 300 Tehachapi, CA Bundled Renewable 2

Voyager Wind III Terra Gen Wind 42 12/5/2016 2018 - 2030 128 Mojave, CA Bundled Renewable 12

Los Banos Wind Terra Gen Wind 125 12/5/2016 2020 - 2033 372 Merced Co, CA Bundled Renewable 13

Desert Harvest EDF Solar PV 80 11/18/2016 2020 - 2041 490 Riverside Co, CA Bundled Renewable 21

Antelope Expansion 2 sPower Solar PV 105 11/15/2016 2018 - 2038 300 Mojave Desert, CA Bundled Renewable 20

Portfolio NextERA Solar PV Variable 10/18/2016 2017 200 Blythe, CA Bundled Renewable 1

Little Bear 1 Solar First Solar Solar PV 40 9/26/2016 2020 - 2041 104 Fresno Co, CA Bundled Renewable 21

RE Tranquility 8 Rojo Recurrent Solar PV 100 9/15/2016 2018 - 2033 290 Fresno Co, CA Bundled Renewable 15

Cooley Quarry (MCE Local Sol) Cooley Quarry (MCE Local Sol) Solar PV 0.99 8/18/2016 2017 - 2037 2 Novato, CA Bundled Renewable 20

Silicon Valley Solar City of Santa Clara Renewable Variable 8/16/2016 2016 100 California Bundled Renewable 1

Portfolio Powerex Wind, Biomass Variable 8/1/2016 2017 - 2109 75-125 British Colombia, Washington X Bundled Renewable 92

Henrietta Solar SunPower Solar PV Variable 7/1/2016 2016 100 Kings Co, CA Bundled Renewable 1

Portfolio Portland General Electric Wind Variable 6/17/2016 2016 120 Oregon, Washington X Bundled Renewable 1

Portfolio 3 Phases Wind, Geothermal Variable 6/17/2016 2016 - 2017 140-340 Colorado, Oregon X Bundled Renewable 1

Portfolio LA County Sanitation Landfill Gas Variable 5/25/2016 2016 - 2017 68-90 Los Angeles Co, CA Unbundled Renewable 1

Morgan Stanley Morgan Stanley System Variable 5/20/2016 2016 - 2020 200-500 California Conventional 4

Shiloh 1 Avangrid Wind 25 3/1/2016 2018 75 Solano Co, CA Bundled Renewable 1

Direct Energy Energy America System Variable 2/4/2016 2018 - 2020 310-400 California Conventional 2

Freethy Industrial Park Unit #1 (FIT) Freethy Industrial Park Unit #1 Solar PV 0.998 9/4/2015 2015 - 2035 2 Richmond, CA Bundled Renewable 20

Freethy Industrial Park Unit #2 (FIT) Freethy Industrial Park Unit #2 Solar PV 0.998 9/4/2015 2015 - 2035 2 Richmond, CA Bundled Renewable 20

Pardee and Camanche EBMUD RPS-EIigibIe Hydro 31 6/22/2015 2016 - 2025 70 Mokelumne River, CA Bundled Renewable 9

Cost Plus Plaza Larkspur (FIT) Cost Plus Plaza Larkspur (FIT) Solar PV 0.261 4/16/2015 2016 - 2036 0.5 Larkspur, CA Bundled Renewable 20

Portfolio Shell Hydro Variable 11/14/2014 2015 - 2017 90-230 Washington X Carbon Free 2

Redwood Landfill Waste Management Landfill Gas 4 11/6/2014 2017 - 2037 30 Novato, CA Bundled Renewable 20

RE Mustang Recurrent Solar PV 30 10/3/2014 2018 - 2033 86 Fresno Co, CA Bundled Renewable 15

Rising Tree Wind Farm EDF Wind 99 9/4/2014 2015 - 2018 340 Kern Co, CA Bundled Renewable 3

Exelon Generation Company Exelon Generation Company System 50 6/10/2014 2018 - 2019 438 California Conventional 1

Geysers Calpine Geothermal 10 7/11/2013 2017 - 2026 88 Lake Co, Sonoma Co, CA Bundled Renewable 9

RE Kansas Dominion Solar PV 20 8/3/2012 2014 - 2017 51 Kings Co, CA Bundled Renewable 3

Energy 2001 - Lincoln Landfill Genpower Landfill Gas 4.8 7/6/2012 2013 - 2024 27 Lincoln, CA Bundled Renewable 11

San Rafael Airport (FIT) San Rafael Airport (FIT) Solar PV 0.972 5/8/2012 2012 - 2032 2 San Rafael, CA Bundled Renewable 20

Central Valley Project WAPA Hydro Variable 10/1/2011 2015 - 2024 25 California Carbon Free 9

Cottonwood Solar - City of Corcoran Dominion Solar PV 11 7/8/2011 2015 - 2040 30 Kings Co, CA Bundled Renewable 25

Cottonwood Solar - City of Goose Lake Dominion Solar PV 12 7/8/2011 2015 - 2040 32 Kern Co, CA Bundled Renewable 25

Cottonwood Solar - Marin Carport Dominion Solar PV 1 7/8/2011 2015 - 2040 2 Novato, CA Bundled Renewable 25

G2 Hay Road G2Energy Landfill Gas 1.6 12/3/2010 2013 - 2024 12 Solano Co, CA Bundled Renewable 11

G2 Ostrom Road G2Energy Landfill Gas 1.6 12/3/2010 2013 - 2024 12 Yuba co, CA Bundled Renewable 11

SENA Shell Renewable Variable 2/5/2010 2010 - 2016 111 WECC X Bundled Renewable 6

SENA Shell System Variable 2/5/2010 2010 - 2017 920-940 California Conventional 7


